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MVC Analysis



Model View Controller

Figure 1: Apple’s Model-View-Controller architectural overview

• One of the most used presentational patterns

• Heavily used on mobile platforms (iOS, Android, Windows
Mobile)

• Separates the codebase in 3 layers Model, View and Controller

• "Father" of other architectural patterns — MVP, MVVM
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Research questions

• RQ1. What are the problems of MVC in the context of mobile
applications?

• RQ2. Is there a classification for the MVC architectural
problems?

• RQ3. How can the problems be fixed?
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Codebases

Application Blank Comment Code Source
Firefox 23392 18648 100111 open-source
Wikipedia 6933 1473 35640 open-source
Trust 4772 3809 23919 open-source
E-Commerce 7861 3169 20525 private
Game 839 331 2113 private

Table 1: Codebases size
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Complexity

Mobile applications have grown to be complex software systems
which are working with databases, caching, virtual reality, audio,
photo or video manipulation.

Potential Problems

• Decreased flexibility to change

• Not testable

• Hard to develop new features
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Complexity

Solutions

• Introduce additional layers

• Presenters (MVP), View-Model (MVVM), Router (VIPER)

Findings

• Trust, E-commerce and Game had the clearest defined
architecture

• Wikipedia – relied on multiple Open-Source and UI libraries

• Firefox – most complex due to its functionality (multiple layers)
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Misunderstandings

When talking about MVC people usually have different concepts of
what MVC is and how should it be used.

Potential Problems

• Multiple MVC flavours (APS.net, iOS, Ruby on Rails, etc.)

• Developers migration between platforms

• Vague definitions of what should reside in each layer
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Misunderstandings

Solutions

• Clear definition of what should reside in each layer and how they
communicate

• Architectural guidance from more experienced developers

Findings

• Trust, E-commerce and Firefox had a clear defined architecture

• Wikipedia – was not consistent, the guidelines could not be
inferred

• Game – the smallest, did not require any specify guidelines
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Model

Model elements contain all the knowledge of the application; they are
responsible for fetching the data (from a database, network service,
etc.), persisting and manipulating it as well as for the business logic of
the application.

Potential Problems

• Retain cycles — Dependency-Based Smells

• Violation of SRP — Ambiguous Interfaces, Brick Functionality
Overloads
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Model

Solutions

• Use the Observer/Delegate pattern

Findings

• All the applications presented Model layer problems (direct
dependencies between the Model layer and the View or
Controller layer)

• E-commerce and Firefox were the most problematic ones

• All codebases but the Game presented Concern Overload and
the Ambiguous Interfaces smells
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View

View layer is responsible for presenting data to a user and should
contain only output logic.

Potential Problems

• Knowledge of the Model — Logical Coupling

• Confusion regarding keeping of the state
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View

Solutions

• Define new objects for keeping the configuration of the view

• Use a variation of MVC – MVP

Findings

• All the analysed codebases shown Co-change Coupling smells

• E-commerce was the most problematic
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Controller

Controller objects are responsible for handling the input they receive
(input logic); they provide access to the information that reside in the
Model layer to elements in the View layer. In addition to this, they are
also responsible for coordinating the state of the application and
deciding when and how to alter it.

Types

• Coordinating Controllers

• View Controllers
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Coordinating Controllers

Coordinating type of controllers are simple objects that manage the
application; they usually decide when a certain action should happen
and keep track of the state of the application.

Potential Problems

• Not well understood

• Usually done by View Controllers — massive view controllers
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Coordinating Controllers

Solutions

• Use multiple Coordinating Controller objects for each flow of the
application

Findings

• Firefox, Trust and E-commerce apps had the Coordinating
Controller layer correctly constructed

• Wikipedia – the Scattered parasitic functionality is predominantly
present in the codebase
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View Controllers

View Controller objects are responsible for handling the input they
receive and to provide access to the information that reside in the
Model layer to elements in the View layer.

Potential Problems

• Nested VC into a single one

• Massive view controllers

• Violation of SRP — Logical Coupling
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View Controllers

Figure 2: Google Maps – navigation screen
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View Controllers

Solutions

• Use multiple and nested View Controller objects for complex UI
elements

Findings

• All codebases exhibited signs of Concern Overloading – directly
proportional with the size of the codebase

• Codebases that used Coordinating Controllers (E-Commerce,
Trust, Firefox) has fewer issues than the rest
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Conclusions



Conclusions

• MVC can successfully be used as a presentational software
architecture for mobile applications

• Based on complexity the layers should be more granular – new
types of layers and sublayers

• Issues come from bad implementation and lack of architectural
knowledge

• No architecture can enforce stop writing bad code – checker
system (Software Architecture Checker System)
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Further work

• Continue the work on the Software Architecture Checker System

• Supporting multiple architectural patters by using AI & ML
algorithms for the detection of the layers and components

• Integrate the system into real CI/CD pipelines
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Questions?
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